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ABSTRACT 
Taxi is a vital transportation mode in urban areas delivering scores of passengers to their destinations. However the demand for 
taxis in peak time is much higher. Increasing the taxi count is not a wise plan because it can increase road traffic additionally. 
Therefore utilizing the out there resources in an effective way will be a good solution for this problem. The main objective of this 
project to provide dynamic ride-sharing system that accepts taxi passengers’ real-time ride requests sent from smart phones and 
schedules proper taxis to pick up them via ridesharing and private riding, subject to time, capacity, and monetary constraints. A 
car-pooling option for private car owners whoever travels in a regular route and personalized context aware safety prediction and 
recommendation for destination location for ensuring precautions? 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 At present, increasing the Taxi Count isn't a wise plan because it can increase Road traffic conjointly. 

Therefore utilizing the offered Resources in a good approach are going to be an honest resolution for this 

downside. If Demand Gets low the Taxi Owners also cannot earn as their family expects. So we have to 

construct a Mobile Cloud Application that will probably help the taxi owners and Passengers in an Economical 

way. Generally Passengers are sometimes Very Lazy in nature to plan a Taxi Trip in advance, and Usually 

Submit a Ride Request Shortly before Departure. The Destination Where the Passenger Travel will also 

dynamic in nature that their travel plan can change on the go. The combination of space and time indexed crime 

datasets, with mobile technologies and online Geo Social networks is used to provide personalized and context 

aware safety recommendations for mobile and social network users. Moreover, we use mobile device and geo 

social network technologies to record the travel trace of a user using Check in Data. The set of (location, time) 

pairs where the user has been present. When sufficient crime data exists to modify associate degree correct 

prediction of location based mostly crime levels, were introduce the concept of personalized safety 

recommendations. Hadoop is a free , Java-based programming framework that supports the process of enormous 

information sets during a Parallel and distributed computing environment. The Concurrent job submission on 

Hadoop forces us to do programing on Hadoop Cluster so the latency are acceptable for every job. 
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II. Literature Survey: 

[1]Miyoung Jang, Min Yoon and Jae presented a paper “A k - Nearest Neighbor Search Algorithm for 

Enhancing Data Privacy in Outsourced Spatial Databases”:  

With the advancement of cloud computing technologies and the propagation of location - based services , 

research on outsourced spatial databases has been spotlighted. Therefore, the traditional spatial databases 

owners want to outsource their resources to a service provider so that they can reduce cost for storage and 

management. However, the issue of privacy preservation is crucial in spatial database outsourcing since user 

location data is sensitive against unauthorized accesses. Existing privacy - preserving query processing 

algorithms encrypt spatial database and perform a query on encrypted data. Nevertheless, the existing 

algorithms may reveal the original database from encrypted database and the query processing algorithms fall 

short in offering query processing on road networks. In this paper, we propose a privacy - preserving query 

processing algorithm which performs on encrypted spatial database. A new node - anchor index is designed to 

reduce unnecessary network expansions for retrieving k - nearest neighbor (k - NN) objects from a query point. 

 

[2]Li Chen, Xingming Sun, *Zhihua Xia and Qi Liu developed “An Efficient and Privacy - Preserving Semantic 

Multi - Keyword Ranked Search over Encrypted Cloud Data”:  

So much advantage of cloud computing, more and more data owners centralize their sensitive data into the 

cloud. With a mass of data files stored in the cloud server, it is important to provide keyword based search 

service to data user. However, in order to protect the data privacy, sensitive data is usually encrypted before 

outsourced to the cloud server, which makes the search technologies on plaintext unusable. In this paper, we 

propose a semantic multi - keyword ranked search scheme over the encrypted cloud data, which simultaneously 

meets a set of strict privacy requirements. Firstly, we utilize the “Latent Semantic Analysis ” to reveal 

relationship between terms and documents. The latent semantic analysis takes advantage of implicit higher - 

order structure in the association of terms with documents (“semantic structure”) and adopts a reduced - 

dimension vector space to represent words and documents. Thus, the relationship between terms is 

automatically captured. Secondly, our scheme employ secure “k - nearest neighbor (k - NN) ” to achieve secure 

search functionality. The proposed scheme could return not only the exact matching files, but also the files 

including the terms latent semantically associated to the query keyword. Finally, the experimental result 

demonstrates that our method is better than the original MRSE scheme. 

 

[3]Giuseppe Ateniese illustrate “Practical Group Signatures without Random Oracles “. 

We provide a construction for a group signature scheme that is provably secure in a universally 

compassable framework, within the standard model with trusted parameters. Our proposed scheme is fairly 

simple and its efficiency falls within small factors of the most efficient group signature schemes with provable 

security in any model (including random oracles). Security of our constructions requires new cryptographic 

assumptions, namely the Strong LRSW, EDH, and Strong SXDH assumptions. Evidence for any assumption we 

introduce is provided by proving hardness in the generic group model. Our second contribution is the first 

definition of security for group signatures based on the simulata- ability of real protocol executions in an ideal 

setting that captures the basic properties of unforgeability, anonymity, unlink ability, and exculpability for group 

signature schemes.  

 

[4]Shiba Sampat Kale, Prof. Shivaji R Lahane, Computer Department, University of Pune presented “Privacy 

Preserving Multi-Keyword Ranked Search with Anonymous ID Assignment over Encrypted Cloud Data”: 

 The advancement in cloud computing has motivated the data owners to outsource their data management 

systems from local sites to commercial public cloud for great flexibility and economic savings. But people can 

enjoy full benefit of cloud computing if we are able to address very real privacy and security concerns that come 

with storing sensitive personal information. For real privacy, user identity should remain hidden from CSP 

(Cloud service provider) and to protect privacy of data, data which is sensitive is to be encrypted before 

outsourcing. Thus, enabling an encrypted cloud data search service is of great importance.  

By considering the large number of data users, documents in the cloud, it is important for the search service 

to allow multi- keyword query and provide result similarity ranking to meet the effective need of data retrieval 

search and not often differentiate the search results. In this system, we define and solve the challenging problem 

of privacy-preserving multi- keyword ranked search over encrypted cloud data (MRSE), and establish a set of 

strict privacy requirements for such a secure cloud data utilization system to be implemented in real. We first 

propose a basic idea for the Multi-keyword Ranked Search over Encrypted cloud data (MRSE) based on secure 

inner product computation and efficient similarity measure of coordinate matching, i.e., as many matches as 

possible, in order to capture the relevance of data documents to the search query, then we give two significantly 

improved MRSE schemes to achieve various stringent privacy requirements in two different threat models. 

Assignment of anonymous ID to the user to provide more security to the data on cloud server is done. To 
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improve the search experience of the data search service, further extension of the two useful Schemes to support 

more search semantics is done. 

 

[5]Mohamed Amine Ferrag, Leandros Maglaras presented a survey “Privacy-preserving schemes for Ad Hoc 

Social Networks: A survey”: 

In this paper, we review the state of the art of privacy-preserving schemes for ad hoc social networks, 

including, mobile social networks (MSNs) and vehicular social networks (VSNs). Specifically, we select and in-

detail examine thirty-three privacy- preserving schemes developed for or applied in the context of ad hoc social 

networks. These schemes are published between 2008 and 2016. Based on this existing privacy preservation 

schemes, we survey privacy preservation models, including location privacy, identity privacy, anonymity, 

traceability, interest privacy, backward privacy, and content oriented privacy. The recent important attacks of 

leaking privacy, countermeasures, and game theoretic approaches in VSNs and MSNs are summarized in form 

of tables. In addition, an overview of recommendations for further research is also provided. With this survey, 

readers can have a more thorough understanding of research trends in privacy-preserving schemes for ad hoc 

social networks. 

 

III. Existing System: 

Previously People Use hand Signals on Taxi for Taxi Ride's by the Side of Roads and have to wait a long 

Time for a free Taxi. Then Mobile Applications were introduced so as to help the Road Side Passengers as well 

as Home Pick-ups whether it may be an Instant Ride Request or a Pre-Planned Request. Obviously the Mobile 

Applications made a huge Impact on the Taxi Passengers, the Service Providers still face some difficulties in 

Searching nearby Taxi's as the Location of a Taxi is Highly Volatile and It is not Determined by the Passenger 

Request. Also Increasing Number of Taxi's for High Demand will relatively lower the Income of Taxi Owners. 

Also , Safety Recommendations for the destination locations are given only as a traffic information’s on Radio 

channels and do not meet the personalized safety metrics of user. 

Increasing Number of Taxi will lead to 

 

1. High Pollution 

2. Road Traffic 

3. Increased Energy Utilization 

4. Decreased Income for Taxi holders. 

 

IV. Proposed System: 

To Address the Problems Mentions above We Propose a Real Time Taxi Sharing Application which will 

ping the passengers as for as possible in a Time and Cost Efficient Way both to Passengers and Taxi’s. Privacy 

will be retained to the Passengers depending on their Preference by Giving Individual Ride too. As for as 

Security is Concerned each Taxi Users Mobile Application has an choice to Report any reasonably Emergency 

, which is able to send SMS and Mail  Alerts to Registered Mobile Numbers  in a Quick and Easy Way. The 

Server will also Dispatch a Message to Admin People with the GPS Location of the Cab wherever the 

Emergency was triggered. Additionally we have a tendency to introduce and integrate a Car Polling Application 

for private Car Owners who want to Share their Vehicle during their Regular Rides. Typically most automobile 

homeowners follow an everyday path on a Routine Basis. Several Other Users who travels to the Same Location 

at the same time can be grouped on a mutual Agreement between Car Owner and the Traveller. Total Cost Spent 

on the Ride can be Shared based on the Travel Distance and Time Spent for the Ride every Taxi rider with a 

Mobile ought to be registered to Our Application independently depending on the Role Of the User. Privacy of 

each User will be maintained by giving pseudo Identity and Personal information are kept Secure and will not 

be shared with alternative users for any reasons. Alternate Mobile numbers won’t to trigger any kind of 

emergency and the Ride Status will be posted on Social Applications as you wish to be announcing on your 

rides. For Safety customized safety Predictions for user the protection and Crime Index are calculated based on 

the trajectory. The ultimate goal of defining crime and safety indexes is  to supply  users with safety consultive 

information individuals square measure but not equally exposed and vulnerable to all to all crime varieties. Age, 

gender associated an array of private options, preferences and choices play a central role in the perception of an 

individual’s safety. Since such information may not be without delay accessible, we tend to use instead the 

localization capabilities of a user’s mobile to sporadically record and regionally store her mechanical 

phenomenon trace. This enables us to define the crime index level with which a user is comfortable. I.e. the 

average crime index of the locations in her mechanical phenomenon. once enough crime info exists to alter the 

prediction of the near-future crime index of a location, we tend to introduce the concept of personalized safety 

the user is safe if her comfortable crime index level equals or exceeds the predicted crime index of her current 

location. 
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Conclusion: 

 In this system we've got planned a dynamic ride sharing theme for car owners. Different cases of ride 

sharing will be organized by our theme with considering the user preference. our analysis has experiment that 

our theme will reach fascinating security measures .we have implemented the proposed scheme using data 

extracted from Google map. This system have demonstrated that the search time is short, third passenger request 

will accepted by other passenger and it can be used by car poolers. Also with using the enhanced technique, 

better precision can be achieved with short search time.  
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